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14 augusti, 2003

Strax efter 16:00 startade ett händelseförlopp som gjorde
mellanvästern, nordöstra USA, samt delar av Kanada
strömlöst.
Påverkade 55 miljoner människor
En normal last på 68,000 MW försvann
Tog upp till 4 dagar att återställa kraftnätet
Kostnader i USA, 5-10 miljarder USD
Undantagstillstånd utlyst

Händelsen i korthet - 14 augusti, 2003

Fram till 15:05 är kraftnätet elektriskt säkert med en del
incidenter och misstag innan
15:05 stängs en 345-kV ledning i Ohio ned pga. kontakt med
träd
En följd av ledningar blir överbelastade inom 1 timme och
stängs också ned
16:05 Kollaps i Ohio
16:05-16:09 Kollaps i delar av Michigan
16:10:36 - 16:10:39, full kollaps i hela området
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Nordamerikanska kraftnätet

Nordamerikanska nätet är egentligen 3 elektriska nät
Näten isolerade förutom några få DC-länkar

transmission lines. Operating the transmission
lines at high voltage (i.e., 230,000 to 765,000 volts)
reduces the losses of electricity from conductor
heating and allows power to be shipped economi-
cally over long distances. Transmission lines are
interconnected at switching stations and substa-
tions to form a network of lines and stations called
a power “grid.” Electricity flows through the inter-
connected network of transmission lines from the
generators to the loads in accordance with the
laws of physics—along “paths of least resistance,”
in much the same way that water flows through a
network of canals. When the power arrives near a
load center, it is “stepped down” to lower voltages
for distribution to customers. The bulk power sys-
tem is predominantly an alternating current (AC)
system, as opposed to a direct current (DC) sys-
tem, because of the ease and low cost with which
voltages in AC systems can be converted from one
level to another. Some larger industrial and com-
mercial customers take service at intermediate
voltage levels (12,000 to 115,000 volts), but most
residential customers take their electrical service
at 120 and 240 volts.

While the power system in North America is com-
monly referred to as “the grid,” there are actually
three distinct power grids or “interconnections”
(Figure 2.2). The Eastern Interconnection includes
the eastern two-thirds of the continental United
States and Canada from Saskatchewan east to the
Maritime Provinces. The Western Interconnection
includes the western third of the continental
United States (excluding Alaska), the Canadian
provinces of Alberta and British Columbia, and a
portion of Baja California Norte, Mexico. The third
interconnection comprises most of the state of
Texas. The three interconnections are electrically

independent from each other except for a few
small direct current (DC) ties that link them.
Within each interconnection, electricity is pro-
duced the instant it is used, and flows over virtu-
ally all transmission lines from generators to
loads.

The northeastern portion of the Eastern Intercon-
nection (about 10 percent of the interconnection’s
total load) was affected by the August 14 blackout.
The other two interconnections were not
affected.1

Planning and Reliable Operation
of the Power Grid Are Technically
Demanding

Reliable operation of the power grid is complex
and demanding for two fundamental reasons:

! First, electricity flows at close to the speed of
light (186,000 miles per second or 297,600
km/sec) and is not economically storable in
large quantities. Therefore electricity must be
produced the instant it is used.

! Second, without the use of control devices too
expensive for general use, the flow of alternat-
ing current (AC) electricity cannot be controlled
like a liquid or gas by opening or closing a valve
in a pipe, or switched like calls over a long-
distance telephone network.2 Electricity flows
freely along all available paths from the genera-
tors to the loads in accordance with the laws of
physics—dividing among all connected flow
paths in the network, in inverse proportion to
the impedance (resistance plus reactance) on
each path.

Maintaining reliability is a complex enterprise
that requires trained and skilled operators, sophis-
ticated computers and communications, and care-
ful planning and design. The North American
Electric Reliability Council (NERC) and its ten
Regional Reliability Councils have developed sys-
tem operating and planning standards for ensur-
ing the reliability of a transmission grid that are
based on seven key concepts:

! Balance power generation and demand
continuously.

! Balance reactive power supply and demand to
maintain scheduled voltages.

! Monitor flows over transmission lines and other
facilities to ensure that thermal (heating) limits
are not exceeded.
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Figure 2.2. North American Interconnections



Vad krävs för tillförlitlig drift av kraftnätet

1 Balansera energiproduktion och konsumtion
2 Balansera produktion och konsumtion av reaktiv effekt
3 Övervaka transmissionsledningars temperatur
4 Stabilitet
5 Upprätthåll N-1 kriterium
6 Underhåll
7 Planer för akuta situationer

Balansera effektproduktion och konsumtion

Förväntad last går att prediktera
(dygn, temperatur, väder, . . . )
Högre produktion än behov ger ökad frekvens
Lägre produktion än behov ger minskad frekvens

! Keep the system in a stable condition.

! Operate the system so that it remains in a reli-
able condition even if a contingency occurs,
such as the loss of a key generator or transmis-
sion facility (the “N-1 criterion”).

! Plan, design, and maintain the system to oper-
ate reliably.

! Prepare for emergencies.

These seven concepts are explained in more detail
below.

1. Balance power generation and demand contin-
uously. To enable customers to use as much
electricity as they wish at any moment, produc-
tion by the generators must be scheduled or
“dispatched” to meet constantly changing
demands, typically on an hourly basis, and then
fine-tuned throughout the hour, sometimes
through the use of automatic generation con-
trols to continuously match generation to actual
demand. Demand is somewhat predictable,
appearing as a daily demand curve—in the
summer, highest during the afternoon and eve-
ning and lowest in the middle of the night, and
higher on weekdays when most businesses are
open (Figure 2.3).

Failure to match generation to demand causes
the frequency of an AC power system (nomi-
nally 60 cycles per second or 60 Hertz) to
increase (when generation exceeds demand) or
decrease (when generation is less than demand)
(Figure 2.4). Random, small variations in fre-
quency are normal, as loads come on and off
and generators modify their output to follow the
demand changes. However, large deviations in
frequency can cause the rotational speed of gen-
erators to fluctuate, leading to vibrations that
can damage generator turbine blades and other
equipment. Extreme low frequencies can trigger

automatic under-frequency “load shedding,”
which takes blocks of customers off-line in
order to prevent a total collapse of the electric
system. As will be seen later in this report, such
an imbalance of generation and demand can
also occur when the system responds to major
disturbances by breaking into separate
“islands”; any such island may have an excess
or a shortage of generation, compared to
demand within the island.

2. Balance reactive power supply and demand to
maintain scheduled voltages. Reactive power
sources, such as capacitor banks and genera-
tors, must be adjusted during the day to main-
tain voltages within a secure range pertaining to
all system electrical equipment (stations, trans-
mission lines, and customer equipment). Most
generators have automatic voltage regulators
that cause the reactive power output of genera-
tors to increase or decrease to control voltages to
scheduled levels. Low voltage can cause electric
system instability or collapse and, at distribu-
tion voltages, can cause damage to motors and
the failure of electronic equipment. High volt-
ages can exceed the insulation capabilities of
equipment and cause dangerous electric arcs
(“flashovers”).

3. Monitor flows over transmission lines and
other facilities to ensure that thermal (heating)
limits are not exceeded. The dynamic interac-
tions between generators and loads, combined
with the fact that electricity flows freely across
all interconnected circuits, mean that power
flow is ever-changing on transmission and dis-
tribution lines. All lines, transformers, and
other equipment carrying electricity are heated
by the flow of electricity through them. The
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Figure 2.3. PJM Load Curve, August 18-24, 2003

Figure 2.4. Normal and Abnormal Frequency
Ranges

Normala och icke-normala frekvensintervall
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Balansera reaktiv effektproduktion och konsumtion

Hålla spänning inom fastställda gränser
Genererad reaktiv effekt (generatorer, kondensatorbatteri)
leder typiskt till minskad spänningsnivå
Förbrukad reaktiv effekt leder typiskt till ökad spänningsnivå
Om inte tillräckligt med reaktiv effekt kan tillgodoses kan det
resultera i spänningskollapser

5

The HVDC system operated by Adani Power Ltd. has a 
transmission capacity of 2500 MW and provides low-loss 
energy transmission over a distance of approximately 
960 km, from the port of Mundra located on the west 
coast to the industrial regions in the Haryana state.
The AC filters for this HVDC system represent the first

HVDC Adani –  
India

Technical Data
Locations Mundra and Mohindergarh S/S

Total rated power 3.7 Gvar 

Unit output 815.6 to 852.0 kvar

Bank voltages 280.3 to 294.8 kV

Rated unit voltages 7.8 to 9.7 kV

Quantity of units 4,840

Technology Internally fused

Supply date August – 2010

Temperature category -5 /+50 ºC

large order for the capacitor factory in Jundiaí, which 
delivered the first units to India only 6 months after  
the official inauguration in December 2009. The total 
installed output of the 54 single phase high voltage  
AC filters was close to 4000 Mvar and the total number 
of units supplied was 4840 (including spare parts).



Temperatur

Undvika överhettning i komponenenter
Luftflöden påverkar
Högre energiflöden ger högre temperatur och
transmissionsledningar förlängs
. . .

height (not near lines). Other sites at this location
had numerous (at least 20) trees in this right-
of-way.

Hanna-Juniper was loaded at 88% of its normal
and emergency rating when it tripped. With this
line open, over 1,200 MVA of power flow had to
find a new path to reach its load in Cleveland.
Loading on the remaining two 345-kV lines
increased, with Star-Juniper taking the bulk of the
power. This caused Star-South Canton’s loading
to rise above its normal but within its emergency
rating and pushed more power onto the 138-kV
system. Flows west into Michigan decreased
slightly and voltages declined somewhat in the
Cleveland area.
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Why Did So Many Tree-to-Line Contacts Happen on August 14?

Tree-to-line contacts and resulting transmission
outages are not unusual in the summer across
much of North America. The phenomenon
occurs because of a combination of events occur-
ring particularly in late summer:

! Most tree growth occurs during the spring and
summer months, so the later in the summer
the taller the tree and the greater its potential
to contact a nearby transmission line.

! As temperatures increase, customers use more
air conditioning and load levels increase.
Higher load levels increase flows on the trans-
mission system, causing greater demands for
both active power (MW) and reactive power
(MVAr). Higher flow on a transmission line
causes the line to heat up, and the hot line sags
lower because the hot conductor metal
expands. Most emergency line ratings are set
to limit conductors’ internal temperatures to
no more than 100°C (212°F).

! As temperatures increase, ambient air temper-
atures provide less cooling for loaded trans-
mission lines.

! Wind flows cool transmission lines by increas-
ing the airflow of moving air across the line.
On August 14 wind speeds at the Ohio
Akron-Fulton airport averaged 5 knots (1.5
m/sec) at around 14:00 EDT, but by 15:00 EDT
wind speeds had fallen to 2 knots (0.6 m/sec)—
the wind speed commonly assumed in con-
ductor design—or lower. With lower winds,
the lines sagged further and closer to any tree
limbs near the lines.

This combination of events on August 14 across
much of Ohio and Indiana caused transmission
lines to heat and sag. If a tree had grown into a
power line’s designed clearance area, then a
tree/line contact was more likely, though not
inevitable. An outage on one line would increase
power flows on related lines, causing them to be
loaded higher, heat further, and sag lower.

Figure 5.9. Hanna-Juniper 345-kV Line

N-1 kriterium

Kraftnätet skall vara säkert även om 1, godtycklig, incident
inträffar
Exempelvis om en generator går ned eller om en
transmissionledning faller från
Efter en incident har operatörerna 30 minuter på sig att åter
uppfylla kriteriet
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Förutsättningar den 14 augusti

Före 15:05 är nätet elektriskt säkert
15:05 uppfylldes N-1-kriteriet
Klockan 15:05 går Harding-Chamberlain ledningen ned och
startar kedjan som skall leda till blackout
Viktig slutsats, inget av det som hände innan 15:05 var direkt
orsak till det som hände
Det var alltså inte:

Tillgänglighet på generatorer eller transmissionsledningar
Höga effektflöden
Låga spänningsnivåer eller frekvensfluktuationer innan 15:05
Låg tillgänglighet på reaktiv effekt



Last den 14 augusti

unpredictable times. Sound reliability manage-
ment is designed to ensure that operators can con-
tinue to operate the system within appropriate
thermal, voltage, and stability limits following the
unexpected loss of any key element (such as a
major generator or key transmission facility).
These practices have been designed to maintain a
functional and reliable grid, regardless of whether
actual operating conditions are normal.

It is a basic principle of reliability management
that “operators must operate the system they have
in front of them”—unconditionally. The system
must be operated at all times to withstand any sin-
gle contingency and yet be ready within 30 min-
utes for the next contingency. If a facility is lost
unexpectedly, the system operators must deter-
mine whether to make operational changes,
including adjusting generator outputs, curtailing
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Geography Lesson

In analyzing the August 14 blackout, it is crucial
to understand the geography of the FirstEnergy
area. FirstEnergy has seven subsidiary distribu-
tion utilities: Toledo Edison, Ohio Edison, and
The Illuminating Company in Ohio and four
more in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. Its Ohio
control area spans the three Ohio distribution
utility footprints and that of Cleveland Public
Power, a municipal utility serving the city of
Cleveland. Within FE’s Ohio control area is the
Cleveland-Akron area, shown in red cross-hatch.

This geographic distinction matters because
the Cleveland-Akron area is a transmission-
constrained load pocket with relatively limited
generation. While some analyses of the blackout
refer to voltages and other indicators measured at
the boundaries of FE’s Ohio control area, those
indicators have limited relevance to the black-
out—the indicators of conditions at the edges of
and within the Cleveland-Akron area are the
ones that matter.

Area All-Time Peak Load (MW) Load on August 14, 2003 (MW)
Cleveland-Akron Area
(including Cleveland Public Power) 7,340 6,715
FirstEnergy Control Area, Ohio 13,299 12,165
FirstEnergy Retail Area, including PJM 24,267 22,631

NA = not applicable.

Temperaturer den 14 augusti

electricity transactions, taking transmission ele-
ments out of service or restoring them, and if nec-
essary, shedding interruptible and firm customer
load—i.e., cutting some customers off tempo-
rarily, and in the right locations, to reduce elec-
tricity demand to a level that matches what the
system is then able to deliver safely.

This chapter discusses system conditions in and
around northeast Ohio on August 14 and their rel-
evance to the blackout. It reviews electric loads
(real and reactive), system topology (transmission
and generation equipment availability and capa-
bilities), power flows, voltage profiles and reactive
power reserves. The discussion examines actual
system data, investigation team modeling results,
and past FE and AEP experiences in the Cleve-
land-Akron area. The detailed analyses will be
presented in a NERC technical report.

Electric Demands on August 14

Temperatures on August 14 were hot but in a nor-
mal range throughout the northeast region of the
United States and in eastern Canada (Figure 4.1).
Electricity demands were high due to high air con-
ditioning loads typical of warm days in August,
though not unusually so. As the temperature
increased from 78°F (26°C) on August 11 to
87°F (31°C) on August 14, peak load within
FirstEnergy’s control area increased by 20%, from
10,095 MW to 12,165 MW. System operators had
successfully managed higher demands in north-
east Ohio and across the Midwest, both earlier in
the summer and in previous years—historic peak
load for FE’s control area was 13,299 MW. August
14 was FE’s peak demand day in 2003.

Several large operators in the Midwest consis-
tently under-forecasted load levels between

August 11 and 14. Figure 4.2 shows forecast and
actual power demands for AEP, Michigan Electri-
cal Coordinated Systems (MECS), and FE from
August 11 through August 14. Variances between
actual and forecast loads are not unusual, but
because those forecasts are used for day-ahead
planning for generation, purchases, and reactive
power management, they can affect equipment
availability and schedules for the following day.

The existence of high air conditioning loads across
the Midwest on August 14 is relevant because air
conditioning loads (like other induction motors)
have lower power factors than other customer
electricity uses, and consume more reactive
power. Because it had been hot for several days in
the Cleveland-Akron area, more air conditioners
were running to overcome the persistent heat, and
consuming relatively high levels of reactive
power—further straining the area’s limited reac-
tive generation capabilities.

Generation Facilities Unavailable
on August 14

Several key generators in the region were out of
service going into the day of August 14. On any
given day, some generation and transmission
capacity is unavailable; some facilities are out for
routine maintenance, and others have been forced
out by an unanticipated breakdown and require
repairs. August 14, 2003, in northeast Ohio was no
exception (Table 4.1).

The generating units that were not available on
August 14 provide real and reactive power directly
to the Cleveland, Toledo, and Detroit areas. Under
standard practice, system operators take into
account the unavailability of such units and any
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Figure 4.1. August 2003 Temperatures in the U.S.
Northeast and Eastern Canada

Figure 4.2. Load Forecasts Below Actuals,
August 11 through 14
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Eastlake 5 generator

local sources, these healthy reserves nearby could
not support the Cleveland-Akron area’s reactive
power deficiency and growing voltage problems.
Even FE’s own generation in the Ohio Valley had
reactive reserves that could not support the sag-
ging voltages inside the Cleveland-Akron area.

An important consideration in
reactive power planning is to
ensure an appropriate balance
between static and dynamic reac-
tive power resources across the

interconnected system (as specified in NERC
Planning Standard 1D.S1). With so little genera-
tion left in the Cleveland-Akron area on August
14, the area’s dynamic reactive reserves were
depleted and the area relied heavily on static com-
pensation to respond to changing system condi-
tions and support voltages. But a system relying
on static compensation can experience a gradual
voltage degradation followed by a sudden drop in
voltage stability—the P-V curve for such a system
has a very steep slope close to the nose, where
voltage collapses. On August 14, the lack of ade-
quate dynamic reactive reserves, coupled with not
knowing the critical voltages and maximum
import capability to serve
native load, left the Cleve-
land-Akron area in a very
vulnerable state.

Past System Events
and Adequacy of System Studies

In June 1994, with three genera-
tors in the Cleveland area out on
maintenance, inadequate reactive
reserves and falling voltages in
the Cleveland area forced Cleve-

land Electric Illuminating (CEI, a predecessor
company to FirstEnergy) to shed load within
Cleveland (a municipal utility and wholesale
transmission and purchase customers within
CEI’s control area) to avoid voltage collapse.7 The
Cleveland-Akron area’s voltage problems were
well-known and reflected in the stringent voltage
criteria used by control area operators until 1998.8

In the summer of 2002, AEP’s
South Canton 765 kV to 345 kV
transformer (which connects to
FirstEnergy’s Star 345-kV line)
experienced eleven days of severe

overloading when actual loadings exceeded nor-
mal rating and contingency loadings were at or
above summer emergency ratings. In each
instance, AEP took all available actions short of
load shedding to return the system to a secure
state, including TLRs, switching, and dispatch
adjustments. These excessive loadings were
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Cause 1
Inadequate
System
Understanding

Cause 1
Inadequate
System
Understanding

Recommendation
23, page 160

Cause 1
Inadequate
System
Understanding

Figure 4.8. Reactive Reserves Around Ohio on August 14, 2003, for Representative Generators in the Area

Note: These reactive reserve MVAr margins were calculated for the five regions for the following plants: (1) Cleveland area of
FirstEnergy—Ashtabula 5, Perry 1, Eastlake 1, Eastlake 3, Lakeshore 18; (2) Northern central portion of AEP near FirstEnergy
(South-Southeast of Akron)—Cardinal 1, Cardinal 2, Cardinal 3, Kammer 2, Kammer 3; (3) Southwest area of MECS (ITC)—Fermi
1, Monroe 2, Monroe 3, Monroe 4; (4) Ohio Valley portion of FirstEnergy—Sammis 4, Sammis 5, Sammis 6, Sammis 7; (5) Western
portion of PJM—Keystone 1, Conemaugh 1, Conemaugh 2.
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Ohio Valley
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Generatorn viktig källa för
reaktiv kraft
Operator ökar generering av
reaktiv kraft
Gör så tills enhetens
säkerhetssystem stänger ned
den, 13:31
I sig inte säkerhetskritiskt,
nätet fortfarande säkert
Dock, minskar
styrmöjligheter av nätet och
ökar importen av kraft.
Reaktiv kraft måste i
huvudsak genereras lokalt



Generator Eastlake 5 går ned (13:31)

För att täcka upp ökat behov av reaktiv effekt ökas effektuttaget
från Eastlake 5

service that afternoon despite the system opera-
tors’ need for more reactive power in the area.2

Normal utility practice is to inspect and maintain
reactive resources in off-peak seasons so the facili-
ties will be fully available to meet peak loads.

The unavailability of the critical
reactive resources was not known
to those outside of FirstEnergy.
NERC policy requires that critical
facilities be identified and that

neighboring control areas and reliability coordina-
tors be made aware of the status of those facilities
to identify the impact of those conditions on their
own facilities. However, FE never identified these
capacitor banks as critical
and so did not pass on sta-
tus information to others.

Unanticipated Outages of
Transmission and Generation

on August 14

Three notable unplanned outages occurred in
Ohio and Indiana on August 14 before 15:05 EDT.
Around noon, several Cinergy transmission lines
in south-central Indiana tripped; at 13:31 EDT,
FE’s Eastlake 5 generating unit along the south-
western shore of Lake Erie tripped; at 14:02 EDT, a
line within the Dayton Power and Light (DPL) con-
trol area, the Stuart-Atlanta 345-kV line in south-
ern Ohio, tripped. Only the Eastlake 5 trip was
electrically significant to the FirstEnergy system.

! Transmission lines on the Cinergy 345-, 230-,
and 138-kV systems experienced a series of out-
ages starting at 12:08 EDT and remained out of
service during the entire blackout. The loss of
these lines caused significant voltage and load-
ing problems in the Cinergy area. Cinergy made
generation changes, and MISO operators
responded by implementing transmission load-
ing relief (TLR) procedures to control flows on
the transmission system in south-central Indi-
ana. System modeling by the investigation team
(see details below, pages 41-43) showed that the
loss of these lines was not electrically related to
subsequent events in northern Ohio that led to
the blackout.

! The Stuart-Atlanta 345-kV line, operated by
DPL, and monitored by the PJM reliability coor-
dinator, tripped at 14:02 EDT. This was the
result of a tree contact, and the line remained
out of service the entire afternoon. As explained
below, system modeling by the investigation

team has shown that this outage did not cause
the subsequent events in northern Ohio that led
to the blackout. However, since the line was not
in MISO’s footprint, MISO operators did not
monitor the status of this line and did not know
it had gone out of service. This led to a data mis-
match that prevented MISO’s state estimator (a
key monitoring tool) from producing usable
results later in the day at a time when system
conditions in FE’s control area were deteriorat-
ing (see details below,
pages 46 and 48-49).

! Eastlake Unit 5 is a 597 MW (net) generating
unit located west of Cleveland on Lake Erie. It is
a major source of reactive power support for the
Cleveland area. It tripped at 13:31 EDT. The
cause of the trip was that as the Eastlake 5 oper-
ator sought to increase the unit’s reactive power
output (Figure 4.3), the unit’s protection system
detected that VAr output exceeded the unit’s
VAr capability and tripped the unit off-line. The
loss of the Eastlake 5 unit did not put the grid
into an unreliable state—i.e., it was still able to
withstand safely another contingency. How-
ever, the loss of the unit required FE to import
additional power to make up for the loss of the
unit’s output (612 MW), made voltage manage-
ment in northern Ohio more challenging, and
gave FE operators less flexibility in operating
their system (see details on pages 45-46 and
49-50).

Key Parameters for the
Cleveland-Akron Area

at 15:05 EDT
The investigation team benchmarked their power
flow models against measured data provided by
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Figure 4.3. MW and MVAr Output from Eastlake
Unit 5 on August 14

Cause 1
Inadequate
System
Understanding

Recommendations
23, page 160; 30, page 163

Recommendation
30, page 163

Sammanfattning

Högsommarvärme, men inte extrema temperaturer
Ingen extrem last
Signifikant last från luftkonditioneringsutrustning som
konsumerar reaktiv effekt (induktionsmotorer)
Små mariginaler för reaktiv kraft
4 av 5 kondensatorbatterier ur drift för inspektion

något man normalt ej gör under hög last
ej meddelat grannar att det ev. var begränsad möjlighet att
generera reaktiv effekt vid incidenter
Problem: First Energy i Ohio förstod ej hur viktigt detta var
Betraktade ej dessa kondensatorbatterier som kritiska
komponenter

En generator (Eastlake 5) och ett kärnkraftverk (Perry)
huvudsakliga producenter av reaktiv effekt i området (1852
MW/930 MVAr)

Last innan 15:05 Cleveland-Akron området

Import av 3900 MW och 400 MVAr behövdes att täcka behov
Reglereffekt: 688 MVAr varav 660 MVAr från Perry
Små variationer i nätet ger att området har stor brist på
reaktiv effekt om exempelvis exempelvis Perry tappas.
First Energy förstod inte hur små marginalerna var
First Energy börjar ta de 4 kondensatorbatterierna i drift i
förtid under dagen

OHIO vs. omvärlden

Hävdats av många att problemen berodde på energiflöden till
angränsande områden och att det egentligen inte var OHIO:s
fel
Effektnivåerna var höga, men inte utanför begränsningar och
simuleringar har visat att inter-regionala flöden hade minimal
påverkan på förloppet.
Nivåerna den 14 augusti hade klarats utan tillbud tidigare
Senare simuleringar har visat att blackout kunde/skulle
undvikits



Spänningsfall börjar synas i näten

Start 100%, 97.3% då Eastlake 5 (13:31), 95.9%
Chamberlain-Harding (15:05)
First Energy förstod inte hur utsatt nätet var
Lägsta tillåtna trösklar, lägre än grannar, inkompatibilitet
Lägre spänningar, högre förluster

analyses for a wide range of system conditions.
Table 4.3 compares the voltage criteria used by
FirstEnergy and other relevant transmission oper-
ators in the region. As this table shows, FE uses
minimum acceptable normal voltages which are
lower than and incompati-
ble with those used by its
interconnected neighbors.

The investigation team probed
deeply into voltage management
issues within the Cleveland-
Akron area. As noted previously,
a power system with higher oper-

ating voltage and larger reactive power reserves is
more resilient or robust in the face of load
increases and operational contingencies. Higher
transmission voltages enable higher power trans-
fer capabilities and reduce transmission line
losses (both real and reactive). For the Cleve-
land-Akron area, FE has been operating the system
with the minimum voltage level at 90% of nominal
rating, with alarms set at 92%.6 The criteria allow
for a single contingency to occur if voltage remains
above 90%. The team conducted extensive voltage
stability studies (discussed below), concluding
that FE’s 90% minimum voltage level was not only
far less stringent than nearby interconnected sys-
tems (most of which set the pre-contingency mini-
mum voltage criteria at 95%), but was not
adequate for secure system operations.

Examination of the Form 715 filings made by Ohio
Edison, FE’s predecessor company, for 1994
through 1997 indicate that Ohio Edison used a
pre-contingency bus voltage criteria of 95 to 105 %
and 90% emergency post-contingency voltage,
with acceptable change in voltage no greater than
5%. These historic criteria were compatible with
neighboring transmission operator practices.

A look at voltage levels across the region illus-
trates the difference between FE’s voltage
situation on August 14 and that of its neighbors.

Figure 4.7 shows the profile of
voltage levels at key buses from
southeast Michigan across Ohio
into western Pennsylvania from
August 11 through 14 and for sev-

eral hours on August 14. These transects show
that across the area, voltage levels were consis-
tently lower at the 345-kV buses in the Cleve-
land-Akron area (from Beaver to Hanna on the
west to east plot and from Avon Lake to Star on the
north to south plot) for the three days and the
13:00 to 15:00 EDT period preceding the blackout.
Voltage was consistently and considerably higher
at the outer ends of each transect, where it never
dropped below 96% even on August 14. These
profiles also show clearly the decline of voltage
over the afternoon of August 14, with voltage at
the Harding bus at 15:00 EDT just below 96%
before the Harding-Chamberlin line tripped at
15:05 EDT, and dropping down to around 93% at
16:00 EDT after the loss of lines and load in the
immediate area.

Using actual data provided by FE,
ITC, AEP and PJM, Figure 4.8
shows the availability of reactive
reserves (the difference between
reactive power generated and the

maximum reactive capability) within the Cleve-
land-Akron area and four regions surrounding it,
from ITC to PJM. On the afternoon of August 14,
the graph shows that reactive power generation
was heavily taxed in the Cleveland-Akron area but
that extensive MVAr reserves were available in
the neighboring areas. As the afternoon pro-
gressed, reactive reserves diminished for all five
regions as load grew. But reactive reserves were
fully depleted within the Cleveland-Akron area by
16:00 EDT without drawing down the reserves in
neighboring areas, which remained at scheduled
voltages. The region as a whole had sufficient
reactive reserves, but because reactive power can-
not be transported far but must be supplied from
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Table 4.3. Comparison of Voltage Criteria (Percent)
345 kV/138 kV FE PJM AEP METCa ITCb MISO IMOc

High . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 105 105 105 105 105 105 110
Normal Low . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90 95 95 97 95 95 98
Emergency/Post N-1 Low. . . . . . . . . 90 92 90d 87 94
Maximum N-1 deviation . . . . . . . . . . 5e 5 10
aApplies to 138 kV only. 345 kV not specified.
bApplies to 345 kV only. Min-max normal voltage for 120 kV and 230 kV is 93-105%.
c500 kV.
d92% for 138 kV.
e10% for 138 kV.

Cause 1
Inadequate
System
Understanding

Cause 1
Inadequate
System
Understanding

Recommendation
23, page 160

Cause 1
Inadequate
System
Understanding

Spänningsfall och stabilitet
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Voltage Stability Analysis

Voltage instability or voltage collapse occurs on a
power system when voltages progressively
decline until stable operating voltages can no
longer be maintained. This is precipitated by an
imbalance of reactive power supply and demand,
resulting from one or more changes in system
conditions including increased real or reactive
loads, high power transfers, or the loss of genera-
tion or transmission facilities. Unlike the phe-
nomenon of transient instability, where
generators swing out of synchronism with the
rest of the power system within a few seconds or
less after a critical fault, voltage instability can
occur gradually within tens of seconds or
minutes.

Voltage instability is best studied using V-Q
(voltage relative to reactive power) and P-V (real
power relative to voltage) analysis. V-Q analysis
evaluates the reactive power required at a bus to
maintain stable voltage at that bus. A simulated
reactive power source is added to the bus, the
voltage schedule at the bus is adjusted in small
steps from an initial operating point, and power
flows are solved to determine the change in reac-
tive power demand resulting from the change
in voltage. Under stable operating conditions,
when voltage increases the reactive power
requirement also increases, and when voltage

falls the reactive requirement also falls. But when
voltage is lowered at the bus and the reactive
requirement at that bus begins to increase (rather
than continuing to decrease), the system
becomes unstable. The voltage point correspond-
ing to the transition from stable to unstable con-
ditions is known as the “critical voltage,” and the
reactive power level at that point is the “reactive
margin.” The desired operating voltage level
should be well above the critical voltage with a
large buffer for changes in prevailing system con-
ditions and contingencies. Similarly, reactive
margins should be large to assure robust voltage
levels and secure, stable system performance.

The illustration below shows a series of V-Q
curves. The lowest curve, A, reflects baseline
conditions for the grid with all facilities avail-
able. Each higher curve represents the same
loads and transfers for the region modeled, but
with another contingency event (a circuit loss)
occurring to make the system less stable. With
each additional contingency, the critical voltage
rises (the point on the horizontal axis corre-
sponding to the lowest point on the curve) and
the reactive margin decreases (the difference
between the reactive power at the critical voltage
and the zero point on the vertical axis). This
means the system is closer to instability.

V-Q (Voltage-Reactive Power) Curves

VQ-diagram för Ohio

means that if the Perry plant had been lost on
August 14 after Eastlake 5 went down—or on
many other days with similar loads and out-
ages—it would have been difficult or impossible
for FE operators to adjust the system within 30
minutes to prepare for the next critical contin-
gency, as required by NERC Operating Policy A.2.
In real-time operations, operators would have to
calculate operating limits and prepare to use the
last resort of manually shedding large blocks of
load before the second contingency, or immedi-
ately after it if automatic load-shedding is
available.

The investigation team could not
find FirstEnergy contingency
plans or operational procedures
for operators to manage the
FirstEnergy control area and pro-

tect the Cleveland-Akron area from the unex-
pected loss of the Perry plant.

To examine the impact of this worst contingency
on the Cleveland-Akron area on August 14, Figure
4.9 shows the V-Q curves for key buses in the
Cleveland-Akron area at 15:05 EDT, before and
after the loss of the Har-
ding-Chamberlin line. The
curves on the left look at the
impact of the loss of Perry
before the Harding-Chamberlin trip, while the
curves on the right show the impact had the
nuclear plant been lost after Harding-Chamberlin
went out of service. Had Perry gone down before
the Harding-Chamberlin outage, reactive margins
at key FE buses would have been minimal (with
the tightest margin at the Harding bus, read along
the Y-axis) and the critical voltage (the point
before voltage collapse, read along the X-axis) at

the Avon bus would have risen to 90.5%—uncom-
fortably close to the limits which FE considered as
an acceptable operating range. But had the Perry
unit gone off-line after Harding-Chamberlin, reac-
tive margins at all these buses would have been
even tighter (with only 60 MVAr at the Harding
bus), and critical voltage at Avon would have risen
to 92.5%, worse than FE’s 90% minimum accept-
able voltage. The system at this point would be
very close to voltage instability. If the first line out-
age on August 14, 2003, had been at Hanna-
Juniper rather than at Harding-Chamberlin, the
FirstEnergy system could not have withstood the
loss of the Perry plant.

The above analysis assumed load
levels consistent with August 14.
But temperatures were not partic-
ularly high that day and loads
were nowhere near FE’s historic

load level of 13,229 MW for the control area (in
August 2002). Therefore the investigation team
looked at what might have happened in the Cleve-
land-Akron area had loads neared the historic
peak—approximately 625 MW higher than the
6,715 MW peak load in the Cleveland-Akron area
in 2003. Figure 4.10 uses P-V analysis to show the
impact of increased load levels on voltages at the
Star bus with and without the Perry unit before
the loss of the Harding-Chamberlin line at 15:05
EDT. The top line shows that with the Perry plant
available, local load could have increased by 625
MW and voltage at Star would have remained
above 95%. But the bottom line, simulating the
loss of Perry, indicates that load could only have
increased by about 150 MW before voltage at Star
would have become unsolvable, indicating no
voltage stability margin and depending on load
dynamics, possible voltage collapse.

The above analyses indicate that the Cleveland-
Akron area was highly vulnerable on the after-
noon of August 14. Although the system was com-
pliant with NERC Operating Policy 2A.1 for single
contingency reliability before the loss of the Har-
ding-Chamberlin line at 15:05 EDT, had FE lost
the Perry plant its system would have neared volt-
age instability or could have gone into a full volt-
age collapse immediately if the Cleveland-Akron
area load were 150 MW higher. It is worth noting
that this could have happened on August 14—at
13:43 EDT that afternoon, the Perry plant operator
called the control area operator to warn about low
voltages. At 15:36:51 EDT the Perry plant operator
called FirstEnergy’s system control center to
ask about voltage spikes at the plant’s main
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Figure 4.9. Loss of the Perry Unit Hurts Critical
Voltages and Reactive Reserves: V-Q Analyses

Cause 1
Inadequate
System
Understanding

Recommendation
23, page 160

90% OK för First Energy, men inte för grannarna

Reaktiv kraft, reserver

local sources, these healthy reserves nearby could
not support the Cleveland-Akron area’s reactive
power deficiency and growing voltage problems.
Even FE’s own generation in the Ohio Valley had
reactive reserves that could not support the sag-
ging voltages inside the Cleveland-Akron area.

An important consideration in
reactive power planning is to
ensure an appropriate balance
between static and dynamic reac-
tive power resources across the

interconnected system (as specified in NERC
Planning Standard 1D.S1). With so little genera-
tion left in the Cleveland-Akron area on August
14, the area’s dynamic reactive reserves were
depleted and the area relied heavily on static com-
pensation to respond to changing system condi-
tions and support voltages. But a system relying
on static compensation can experience a gradual
voltage degradation followed by a sudden drop in
voltage stability—the P-V curve for such a system
has a very steep slope close to the nose, where
voltage collapses. On August 14, the lack of ade-
quate dynamic reactive reserves, coupled with not
knowing the critical voltages and maximum
import capability to serve
native load, left the Cleve-
land-Akron area in a very
vulnerable state.

Past System Events
and Adequacy of System Studies

In June 1994, with three genera-
tors in the Cleveland area out on
maintenance, inadequate reactive
reserves and falling voltages in
the Cleveland area forced Cleve-

land Electric Illuminating (CEI, a predecessor
company to FirstEnergy) to shed load within
Cleveland (a municipal utility and wholesale
transmission and purchase customers within
CEI’s control area) to avoid voltage collapse.7 The
Cleveland-Akron area’s voltage problems were
well-known and reflected in the stringent voltage
criteria used by control area operators until 1998.8

In the summer of 2002, AEP’s
South Canton 765 kV to 345 kV
transformer (which connects to
FirstEnergy’s Star 345-kV line)
experienced eleven days of severe

overloading when actual loadings exceeded nor-
mal rating and contingency loadings were at or
above summer emergency ratings. In each
instance, AEP took all available actions short of
load shedding to return the system to a secure
state, including TLRs, switching, and dispatch
adjustments. These excessive loadings were
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23, page 160
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Figure 4.8. Reactive Reserves Around Ohio on August 14, 2003, for Representative Generators in the Area

Note: These reactive reserve MVAr margins were calculated for the five regions for the following plants: (1) Cleveland area of
FirstEnergy—Ashtabula 5, Perry 1, Eastlake 1, Eastlake 3, Lakeshore 18; (2) Northern central portion of AEP near FirstEnergy
(South-Southeast of Akron)—Cardinal 1, Cardinal 2, Cardinal 3, Kammer 2, Kammer 3; (3) Southwest area of MECS (ITC)—Fermi
1, Monroe 2, Monroe 3, Monroe 4; (4) Ohio Valley portion of FirstEnergy—Sammis 4, Sammis 5, Sammis 6, Sammis 7; (5) Western
portion of PJM—Keystone 1, Conemaugh 1, Conemaugh 2.
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Sammanfattning av förutsättningarna

First Energy förstod inte att de hade väldigt lite reaktiv
effektmarginal
Företaget visste att om de förlorade Eastlake 5 och/eller Perry
så hade de väldigt små marginaler
Simulering visade att innan 15:05 var systemet säkert
Efter Harding-Chamberlain (15:05) så är det inte N-1
Skulle behöva importera reaktiv kraft, vilket fanns resurser för
i närliggande områden, men det är svårt över långa avstånd
vid hög last
First Energy låg precis på gränsen av vad som är tillåtet
(spänningsmarginaler)
Detta sammantaget med väldigt lite reaktiv reglereffekt
lämnar området i ett mycket känsligt läge

Outline

1 Nordamerikanska kraftnätet och stabil distribution

2 Förutsättningar den 14 augusti

3 Ohio kollapsar

4 Nordöstra USA-Kanada kollapsar

5 Orsaker och slutsatser

Varför kollapsar Ohio

Fas 1 (12:15-14:14) - En normal eftermiddag förfaller
Fas 2 (14:14-15:39) - First Energy’s datorproblem
Fas 3 (15:05-15:57) - Viktiga transmissionsledningar faller
ifrån
Fas 4 (15:39-16:08) - 138kV distributionssystemet kollapsar

Tidsperspektiv
Runt 15:46 började insiktien komma att läget är allvarligt
Att droppa 1500 MW i lokal last hade kunnat stoppa
skeendet, men inget gjordes
20 minuter senare var allt för sent

Fas 1 (12:15-14:14) - En normal eftermiddag förfaller

12:15 - 16:04, Tillståndsskattare avstängd
12:05, stora skattningsfel och ingenjör startade om och fick
konvergens
Glömde slå på att den automatiskt skulle köras var 5:e minut
Först 16:04 var tillståndsskattaren igång igen

Viss oro på FE, ringer runt och ber om mer reaktiv kraft;
operatörerna låg redan nära maximal produktion
13:31, Eastlake 5

Trippar pga. operatörer ökar produktionen av reaktiv kraft
First Energy gjorde ingen ny säkerhetsanalys efter Eastlake 5
Ska visa sig att de ej heller gjorde en efter att
Harding-Chamberlain går ned 15:15 och ej längre N-1

14:02, 345kV-ledning går ned pga. trädkontakt
Egentligen inte viktigt, nätet fortfarande elektriskt säkert, men
spelade roll för problem med tillståndsskattaren. De visste inte
om att denna ledning gått ned.



Fas 2 (14:14-15:39) - Datorproblem

14:14 görsvinner alla larmfunktioner i kontrollrummet
Sedan går huvuddator och backupdator ned utan att någon
märker något på 1 timme
Huvudproblem: operatörerna arbetade med felaktiga data och
fick inga larm när de försökte lösa det problem de visste att de
hade
De tror att det inte får några larm, när det beror på att
larmsignalleringen gått ned. De litade på larmsystemet när de
inte borde gjort det.
Hade ej aktiverat funktioner som larmar när
övervakningssystemet ej beter sig som väntat.

Fas 3 (15:05-15:57) - Transmissionsledningar försvinner

15:05 -
Harding-Chamberlain
345kV-ledning ned
(trädkontakt),
(Endast 44% av maxlast)
15:32 - Hanna-Juniper
345kV-ledning (trädkontakt)
15:41 - Star-South Canton
345 kV-ledning (träd)

that line if the Sammis-Star line were to fail. But
when they began working on the TLR, neither AEP
nor PJM realized that the Hanna-Juniper 345-kV
line had already tripped at 15:32 EDT, further
degrading system conditions. Since the great
majority of TLRs are for cuts of 25 to 50 MW, a 350
MW TLR request was highly unusual and opera-
tors were attempting to confirm why so much
relief was suddenly required before implementing
the requested TLR. Less than ten minutes elapsed
between the loss of Hanna-Juniper, the overload
above the normal limits of
Star-South Canton, and the
Star-South Canton trip and
lock-out.

Unfortunately, neither AEP nor
PJM recognized that even a 350
MW TLR on the Star-South Can-
ton line would have had little
impact on the overload. Investi-

gation team analysis using the Interchange Distri-
bution Calculator (which was fully available on
the afternoon of August 14) indicates that tagged
transactions for the 15:00 EDT hour across Ohio
had minimal impact on the overloaded lines. As
discussed in Chapter 4, this analysis showed that
after the loss of the Hanna-Juniper 345 kV line,
Star-South Canton was loaded primarily with
flows to serve native and network loads, deliver-
ing makeup energy for the loss of Eastlake 5, pur-
chased from PJM (342 MW) and Ameren (126
MW). The only way that these high loadings could
have been relieved would not have been from the
redispatch that AEP requested, but rather from sig-
nificant load-shedding by FE in the Cleveland
area.

The primary tool MISO uses for
assessing reliability on key
flowgates (specified groupings of
transmission lines or equipment
that sometimes have less transfer

capability than desired) is the flowgate monitoring
tool. After the Harding-Chamberlin 345-kV line
outage at 15:05 EDT, the flowgate monitoring tool
produced incorrect (obsolete) results, because the
outage was not reflected in the model. As a result,
the tool assumed that Harding-Chamberlin was
still available and did not predict an overload for
loss of the Hanna-Juniper 345-kV line. When
Hanna-Juniper tripped at 15:32 EDT, the resulting
overload was detected by MISO’s SCADA and set
off alarms to MISO’s system operators, who then
phoned FE about it.27 Because both MISO’s
state estimator and its flowgate monitoring tool

were not working properly,
MISO’s ability to recognize
FE’s evolving contingency
situation was impaired.

3F) Loss of the Star-South Canton 345-kV Line:
15:41 EDT

The Star-South Canton line (Figure 5.11) crosses
the boundary between FE and AEP—each com-
pany owns the portion of the line and manages the
right-of-way within its respective territory. The
Star-South Canton line tripped and reclosed three
times on the afternoon of August 14, first at
14:27:15 EDT while carrying less than 55% of its
emergency rating (reclosing at both ends), then at
15:38:48 and again at 15:41:33 EDT. These multi-
ple contacts had the effect of “electric
tree-trimming,” burning back the contacting limbs
temporarily and allowing the line to carry more
current until further sag in the still air caused the
final contact and lock-out. At 15:41:35 EDT the
line tripped and locked out at the Star substation,
with power flow at 93% of its emergency rating. A
short-circuit to ground occurred in each case.

The investigation’s field team
inspected the right of way in the
location indicated by the relay
digital fault recorders, in the FE
portion of the line. They found

debris from trees and vegetation that had been
felled. At this location the conductor height
was 44 feet 9 inches (13.6 meters). The identifiable
tree remains measured 30 feet (9.1 meters) in
height, although the team could not verify the
location of the stump, nor find all sections of the
tree. A nearby cluster of trees showed significant
fault damage, including charred limbs and
de-barking from fault current. Further, topsoil in
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Figure 5.11. Star-South Canton 345-kV Line

Cause 2
Inadequate
Situational
Awareness

Cause 4
Inadequate
RC Diagnostic
Support

Recommendations
6, page 147; 22, page 159;
30, page 163; 31, page 163

Recommendations
22, page 159; 30, page 163

Cause 3
Inadequate
Tree
Trimming

”There is no indication that FE’s operators clearly identified their
situation as a possible emergency until 15:45 when shift manager
thought it looked like they were losing the system; even then they
never officially declared an emergency”

De förstod inte riktigt allvaret fortfarande.

Effektflöden i viktiga ledningar under fas 3

had changed due to un-
scheduled equipment out-
ages that might affect other
control areas.

Phase 3:
Three FE 345-kV

Transmission Line Failures
and Many Phone Calls:
15:05 EDT to 15:57 EDT

Overview of This Phase

From 15:05:41 EDT to 15:41:35 EDT, three 345-kV
lines failed with power flows at or below each
transmission line’s emergency rating. These line
trips were not random. Rather, each was the result
of a contact between a line and a tree that
had grown so tall that, over a period of years, it
encroached into the required clearance height for
the line. As each line failed, its outage increased
the loading on the remaining lines (Figure 5.5). As
each of the transmission lines failed, and power
flows shifted to other transmission paths, voltages
on the rest of FE’s system degraded further (Figure
5.6).

Key Phase 3 Events

3A) 15:05:41 EDT: Harding-Chamberlin 345-kV
line tripped.

3B) 15:31-33 EDT: MISO called PJM to determine
if PJM had seen the Stuart-Atlanta 345-kV
line outage. PJM confirmed Stuart-Atlanta
was out.

3C) 15:32:03 EDT: Hanna-Juniper 345-kV line
tripped.

3D) 15:35 EDT: AEP asked PJM to begin work on a
350-MW TLR to relieve overloading on the
Star-South Canton line, not knowing the
Hanna-Juniper 345-kV line had already trip-
ped at 15:32 EDT.

3E) 15:36 EDT: MISO called FE regarding
post-contingency overload on Star-Juniper
345-kV line for the contingency loss of the
Hanna-Juniper 345-kV line, unaware at the
start of the call that Hanna-Juniper had
already tripped.

3F) 15:41:33-41 EDT: Star-South Canton 345-kV
tripped, reclosed, tripped again at 15:41:35
EDT and remained out of service, all while
AEP and PJM were discussing TLR relief
options (event 3D).

Transmission lines are designed with the expecta-
tion that they will sag lower when they become
hotter. The transmission line gets hotter with
heavier line loading and under higher ambient
temperatures, so towers and conductors are
designed to be tall enough and conductors pulled
tightly enough to accommodate expected sagging
and still meet safety requirements. On a summer
day, conductor temperatures can rise from 60°C
on mornings with average wind to 100°C with hot
air temperatures and low wind conditions.

A short-circuit occurred on the Harding-
Chamberlin 345-kV line due to a contact between
the line conductor and a tree. This line failed with
power flow at only 44% of its normal and emer-
gency line rating. Incremental line current and
temperature increases, escalated by the loss of
Harding-Chamberlin, caused more sag on the
Hanna-Juniper line, which contacted a tree and
failed with power flow at 88% of its normal
and emergency line rating. Star-South Canton
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Figure 5.5. FirstEnergy 345-kV Line Flows
Figure 5.6. Voltages on FirstEnergy’s 345-kV Lines:
Impacts of Line Trips

Recommendations
26, page 161; 30, page 163

Spänningar i viktiga ledningar under fas 3

had changed due to un-
scheduled equipment out-
ages that might affect other
control areas.

Phase 3:
Three FE 345-kV

Transmission Line Failures
and Many Phone Calls:
15:05 EDT to 15:57 EDT

Overview of This Phase

From 15:05:41 EDT to 15:41:35 EDT, three 345-kV
lines failed with power flows at or below each
transmission line’s emergency rating. These line
trips were not random. Rather, each was the result
of a contact between a line and a tree that
had grown so tall that, over a period of years, it
encroached into the required clearance height for
the line. As each line failed, its outage increased
the loading on the remaining lines (Figure 5.5). As
each of the transmission lines failed, and power
flows shifted to other transmission paths, voltages
on the rest of FE’s system degraded further (Figure
5.6).

Key Phase 3 Events

3A) 15:05:41 EDT: Harding-Chamberlin 345-kV
line tripped.

3B) 15:31-33 EDT: MISO called PJM to determine
if PJM had seen the Stuart-Atlanta 345-kV
line outage. PJM confirmed Stuart-Atlanta
was out.

3C) 15:32:03 EDT: Hanna-Juniper 345-kV line
tripped.

3D) 15:35 EDT: AEP asked PJM to begin work on a
350-MW TLR to relieve overloading on the
Star-South Canton line, not knowing the
Hanna-Juniper 345-kV line had already trip-
ped at 15:32 EDT.

3E) 15:36 EDT: MISO called FE regarding
post-contingency overload on Star-Juniper
345-kV line for the contingency loss of the
Hanna-Juniper 345-kV line, unaware at the
start of the call that Hanna-Juniper had
already tripped.

3F) 15:41:33-41 EDT: Star-South Canton 345-kV
tripped, reclosed, tripped again at 15:41:35
EDT and remained out of service, all while
AEP and PJM were discussing TLR relief
options (event 3D).

Transmission lines are designed with the expecta-
tion that they will sag lower when they become
hotter. The transmission line gets hotter with
heavier line loading and under higher ambient
temperatures, so towers and conductors are
designed to be tall enough and conductors pulled
tightly enough to accommodate expected sagging
and still meet safety requirements. On a summer
day, conductor temperatures can rise from 60°C
on mornings with average wind to 100°C with hot
air temperatures and low wind conditions.

A short-circuit occurred on the Harding-
Chamberlin 345-kV line due to a contact between
the line conductor and a tree. This line failed with
power flow at only 44% of its normal and emer-
gency line rating. Incremental line current and
temperature increases, escalated by the loss of
Harding-Chamberlin, caused more sag on the
Hanna-Juniper line, which contacted a tree and
failed with power flow at 88% of its normal
and emergency line rating. Star-South Canton
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Figure 5.5. FirstEnergy 345-kV Line Flows
Figure 5.6. Voltages on FirstEnergy’s 345-kV Lines:
Impacts of Line Trips

Recommendations
26, page 161; 30, page 163



Kom ihåg
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Voltage Stability Analysis

Voltage instability or voltage collapse occurs on a
power system when voltages progressively
decline until stable operating voltages can no
longer be maintained. This is precipitated by an
imbalance of reactive power supply and demand,
resulting from one or more changes in system
conditions including increased real or reactive
loads, high power transfers, or the loss of genera-
tion or transmission facilities. Unlike the phe-
nomenon of transient instability, where
generators swing out of synchronism with the
rest of the power system within a few seconds or
less after a critical fault, voltage instability can
occur gradually within tens of seconds or
minutes.

Voltage instability is best studied using V-Q
(voltage relative to reactive power) and P-V (real
power relative to voltage) analysis. V-Q analysis
evaluates the reactive power required at a bus to
maintain stable voltage at that bus. A simulated
reactive power source is added to the bus, the
voltage schedule at the bus is adjusted in small
steps from an initial operating point, and power
flows are solved to determine the change in reac-
tive power demand resulting from the change
in voltage. Under stable operating conditions,
when voltage increases the reactive power
requirement also increases, and when voltage

falls the reactive requirement also falls. But when
voltage is lowered at the bus and the reactive
requirement at that bus begins to increase (rather
than continuing to decrease), the system
becomes unstable. The voltage point correspond-
ing to the transition from stable to unstable con-
ditions is known as the “critical voltage,” and the
reactive power level at that point is the “reactive
margin.” The desired operating voltage level
should be well above the critical voltage with a
large buffer for changes in prevailing system con-
ditions and contingencies. Similarly, reactive
margins should be large to assure robust voltage
levels and secure, stable system performance.

The illustration below shows a series of V-Q
curves. The lowest curve, A, reflects baseline
conditions for the grid with all facilities avail-
able. Each higher curve represents the same
loads and transfers for the region modeled, but
with another contingency event (a circuit loss)
occurring to make the system less stable. With
each additional contingency, the critical voltage
rises (the point on the horizontal axis corre-
sponding to the lowest point on the curve) and
the reactive margin decreases (the difference
between the reactive power at the critical voltage
and the zero point on the vertical axis). This
means the system is closer to instability.

V-Q (Voltage-Reactive Power) Curves

Fas 4 - Norra Ohio kollapsar

the area of the tree trunk was disturbed, discolored
and broken up, a common indication of a higher
magnitude fault or multiple faults. Analysis of
another stump showed that a fourteen year-old
tree had recently been
removed from the middle of
the right-of-way.28

After the Star-South Canton line was lost, flows
increased greatly on the 138-kV system toward
Cleveland and area voltage levels began to degrade
on the 138-kV and 69-kV system. At the same
time, power flows increased on the Sammis-Star
345-kV line due to the 138-kV line trips—the only
remaining paths into Cleveland from the south.

FE’s operators were not aware that
the system was operating outside
first contingency limits after the
Harding-Chamberlin trip (for the
possible loss of Hanna-Juniper or

the Perry unit), because they did not conduct
a contingency analysis.29 The investigation team
has not determined whether the system status
information used by FE’s
state estimator and contin-
gency analysis model was
being accurately updated.

Load-Shed Analysis. The investi-
gation team looked at whether it
would have been possible to pre-
vent the blackout by shedding
load within the Cleveland-Akron

area before the Star-South Canton 345 kV line trip-
ped at 15:41 EDT. The team modeled the system
assuming 500 MW of load shed within the Cleve-
land-Akron area before 15:41 EDT and found that
this would have improved voltage at the Star bus
from 91.7% up to 95.6%, pulling the line loading
from 91 to 87% of its emergency ampere rating; an
additional 500 MW of load would have had to be
dropped to improve Star voltage to 96.6% and the
line loading to 81% of its emergency ampere rat-
ing. But since the Star-South Canton line had
already been compromised by the tree below it
(which caused the first two trips and reclosures),
and was about to trip from tree contact a third
time, it is not clear that had such load shedding
occurred, it would have prevented the ultimate
trip and lock-out of the line. However, modeling
indicates that this load shed
would have prevented the
subsequent tripping of the
Sammis-Star line (see page
70).

System impacts of the 345-kV
failures. According to extensive
investigation team modeling,
there were no contingency limit
violations as of 15:05 EDT before

the loss of the Harding-Chamberlin 345-kV line.
Figure 5.12 shows the line loadings estimated by
investigation team modeling as the 345-kV lines in
northeast Ohio began to trip. Showing line load-
ings on the 345-kV lines as a percent of normal rat-
ing, it tracks how the loading on each line
increased as each subsequent 345-kV and 138-kV
line tripped out of service between 15:05 EDT
(Harding-Chamberlin, the first line above to
stair-step down) and 16:06 EDT (Dale-West Can-
ton). As the graph shows, none of the 345- or
138-kV lines exceeded their normal ratings until
after the combined trips of Harding-Chamberlin
and Hanna-Juniper. But immediately after the sec-
ond line was lost, Star-South Canton’s loading
jumped from an estimated 82% of normal to 120%
of normal (which was still below its emergency
rating) and remained at the 120% level for 10 min-
utes before tripping out. To the right, the graph
shows the effects of the 138-kV line failures
(discussed in the next phase) upon the
two remaining 345-kV lines—i.e., Sammis-Star’s
loading increased steadily above 100% with each
succeeding 138-kV line lost.

Following the loss of the Harding-Chamberlin
345-kV line at 15:05 EDT, contingency limit viola-
tions existed for:

! The Star-Juniper 345-kV line, whose loadings
would exceed emergency limits if the Hanna-
Juniper 345-kV line were lost; and
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Figure 5.12. Cumulative Effects of Sequential
Outages on Remaining 345-kV Lines
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7 st. 138-kV ledningar trippar på 20 minuter
Simuleringar visar att med begränsade, lokala, avkopplingar av
laster så hade nivåerna stabiliserats i nätet

Varför så mycket trädkontakt?

Varmt och hög last
Lite vind (1.5 m/s föll till 0.6 m/s vid 15:00)
Otillräcklig hantering av trädväxt

height (not near lines). Other sites at this location
had numerous (at least 20) trees in this right-
of-way.

Hanna-Juniper was loaded at 88% of its normal
and emergency rating when it tripped. With this
line open, over 1,200 MVA of power flow had to
find a new path to reach its load in Cleveland.
Loading on the remaining two 345-kV lines
increased, with Star-Juniper taking the bulk of the
power. This caused Star-South Canton’s loading
to rise above its normal but within its emergency
rating and pushed more power onto the 138-kV
system. Flows west into Michigan decreased
slightly and voltages declined somewhat in the
Cleveland area.
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Why Did So Many Tree-to-Line Contacts Happen on August 14?

Tree-to-line contacts and resulting transmission
outages are not unusual in the summer across
much of North America. The phenomenon
occurs because of a combination of events occur-
ring particularly in late summer:

! Most tree growth occurs during the spring and
summer months, so the later in the summer
the taller the tree and the greater its potential
to contact a nearby transmission line.

! As temperatures increase, customers use more
air conditioning and load levels increase.
Higher load levels increase flows on the trans-
mission system, causing greater demands for
both active power (MW) and reactive power
(MVAr). Higher flow on a transmission line
causes the line to heat up, and the hot line sags
lower because the hot conductor metal
expands. Most emergency line ratings are set
to limit conductors’ internal temperatures to
no more than 100°C (212°F).

! As temperatures increase, ambient air temper-
atures provide less cooling for loaded trans-
mission lines.

! Wind flows cool transmission lines by increas-
ing the airflow of moving air across the line.
On August 14 wind speeds at the Ohio
Akron-Fulton airport averaged 5 knots (1.5
m/sec) at around 14:00 EDT, but by 15:00 EDT
wind speeds had fallen to 2 knots (0.6 m/sec)—
the wind speed commonly assumed in con-
ductor design—or lower. With lower winds,
the lines sagged further and closer to any tree
limbs near the lines.

This combination of events on August 14 across
much of Ohio and Indiana caused transmission
lines to heat and sag. If a tree had grown into a
power line’s designed clearance area, then a
tree/line contact was more likely, though not
inevitable. An outage on one line would increase
power flows on related lines, causing them to be
loaded higher, heat further, and sag lower.

Figure 5.9. Hanna-Juniper 345-kV Line

Outline

1 Nordamerikanska kraftnätet och stabil distribution

2 Förutsättningar den 14 augusti

3 Ohio kollapsar

4 Nordöstra USA-Kanada kollapsar

5 Orsaker och slutsatser



Tre huvudorsaker till eskalering den 14 augusti

1 Sammis-Star 345kV-ledning i norra Ohio faller ifrån
2 Många huvudledningar övervakades av Zone 3(distans)

impedansreläer. Detekterar överlast snarare än verkliga fel.
3 Reläskydd för ledningar okordinerade och inkompatibla

Generella orsaker
Fel/tripping ger strömspikar som detekteras av reläer som
också trippar
Överlast
Load-shedding

Zone 1/2/3-reläer

Impedansereläer övervakar upplevd impedans hos ledningen

Z = V
I

Zone 3 150-200%

Zone 2 125-180%

Zone 1 85-90%

Sammis-Star

Sammis-Star trippade pga. Zone-3 relä
Inga fel vid tillfället
Men fungerade enligt specifikation

The Sammis-Star 345-kV line trip completely sev-
ered the 345-kV path into northern Ohio from
southeast Ohio, triggering a new, fast-paced
sequence of 345-kV transmission line trips in
which each line trip placed a greater flow burden
on those lines remaining in service. These line
outages left only three paths for power to flow into
western Ohio: (1) from northwest Pennsylvania to
northern Ohio around the south shore of Lake
Erie, (2) from southwest Ohio toward northeast
Ohio, and (3) from eastern Michigan and Ontario.
The line interruptions substantially weakened
northeast Ohio as a source of power to eastern
Michigan, making the Detroit area more reliant on
345-kV lines west and northwest of Detroit, and
from northwestern Ohio to eastern Michigan. The
impact of this trip was felt across the grid—it
caused a 100 MW increase in flow from PJM into
New York and through to Ontario.1 Frequency in
the Eastern Interconnection increased momen-
tarily by 0.02 Hz.

Soon after the Sammis-Star trip, four of the five 48
MW Handsome Lake combustion turbines in
western Pennsylvania tripped off-line. These
units are connected to the 345-kV system by the
Homer City-Wayne 345-kV line, and were operat-
ing that day as synchronous condensers to partici-
pate in PJM’s spinning reserve market (not to
provide voltage support). When Sammis-Star trip-
ped and increased loadings on the local transmis-
sion system, the Handsome Lake units were close
enough electrically to sense the impact and trip-
ped off-line at 16:07:00 EDT on under-voltage.

During the period between the Sammis-Star trip
and the trip of East Lima-Fostoria at 16:09:06.3
EDT, the system was still in a steady-state condi-
tion. Although one line after another was

overloading and tripping within Ohio, this was
happening slowly enough under relatively stable
conditions that the system could readjust—after
each line loss, power flows would redistribute
across the remaining lines. This is illustrated in
Figure 6.5, which shows the MW flows on the
Michigan Electrical Coordinated Systems (MECS)
interfaces with AEP (Ohio), FirstEnergy (Ohio)
and Ontario. The graph shows a shift from 150
MW imports to 200 MW exports from the MECS
system into FirstEnergy at 16:05:57 EDT after the
loss of Sammis-Star, after which this held steady
until 16:08:59, when the loss of East Lima-Fostoria
Central cut the main energy path from the south
and west into Cleveland and Toledo. Loss of this
path was significant, causing flow from MECS into
FE to jump from 200 MW up to 2,300 MW, where
it bounced somewhat before stabilizing, roughly,
until the path across Michigan was cut at 16:10:38
EDT.

Transmission Lines into Northwestern Ohio
Tripped, and Generation Tripped in South
Central Michigan and Northern Ohio: 16:08:59
EDT to 16:10:27 EDT

5B) 16:08:59 EDT: Galion-Ohio Central-Mus-
kingum 345-kV line tripped

5C) 16:09:06 EDT: East Lima-Fostoria Central
345-kV line tripped, causing a large power
swing from Pennsylvania and New York
through Ontario to Michigan

The tripping of the Galion-Ohio Central-
Muskingum and East Lima-Fostoria Central
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Figure 6.4. Sammis-Star 345-kV Line Trip

Figure 6.5. Line Flows Into Michigan

Note: These curves use data collected from the MECS
Energy Management System, which records flow quantities
every 2 seconds. As a result, the fast power swings that
occurred between 16:10:36 to 16:13 were not captured by the
recorders and are not reflected in these curves.

Sammis-Star (16:05:57) slutliga orsaken

simultaneously, commonly used protective relays
that measure low voltage and high current cannot
distinguish between the currents and voltages
seen in a system cascade from those caused by a
fault. This leads to more and more lines and gener-
ators being tripped, widening the blackout area.

How Did the Cascade Evolve on
August 14?

A series of line outages in northeast Ohio starting
at 15:05 EDT caused heavy loadings on parallel
circuits, leading to the trip and lock-out of FE’s
Sammis-Star 345-kV line at 16:05:57 Eastern Day-
light Time. This was the event that triggered a cas-
cade of interruptions on the high voltage system,
causing electrical fluctuations and facility trips
such that within seven minutes the blackout rip-
pled from the Cleveland-Akron area across much
of the northeast United States and Canada. By
16:13 EDT, more than 508 generating units at 265
power plants had been lost, and tens of millions of
people in the United States and Canada were with-
out electric power.

The events in the cascade started relatively
slowly. Figure 6.1 illustrates how the number of
lines and generation lost stayed relatively low dur-
ing the Ohio phase of the blackout, but then
picked up speed after 16:08:59 EDT. The cascade
was complete only three minutes later.

Chapter 5 described the four phases that led to the
initiation of the cascade at about 16:06 EDT. After
16:06 EDT, the cascade evolved in three distinct
phases:

! Phase 5. The collapse of FE’s transmission sys-
tem induced unplanned shifts of power across
the region. Shortly before the collapse, large
(but normal) electricity flows were moving
across FE’s system from generators in the south
(Tennessee and Kentucky) and west (Illinois
and Missouri) to load centers in northern Ohio,
eastern Michigan, and Ontario. A series of lines
within northern Ohio tripped under the high
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Impedance Relays

The most common protective device for trans-
mission lines is the impedance (Z) relay (also
known as a distance relay). It detects changes in
currents (I) and voltages (V) to determine the
apparent impedance (Z=V/I) of the line. A relay
is installed at each end of a transmission line.
Each relay is actually three relays within one,
with each element looking at a particular “zone”
or length of the line being protected.

! The first zone looks for faults over 80% of the
line next to the relay, with no time delay before
the trip.

! The second zone is set to look at the entire line
and slightly beyond the end of the line with a
slight time delay. The slight delay on the zone
2 relay is useful when a fault occurs near one
end of the line. The zone 1 relay near that end
operates quickly to trip the circuit breakers on
that end. However, the zone 1 relay on the
other end may not be able to tell if the fault is

just inside the line or just beyond the line. In
this case, the zone 2 relay on the far end trips
the breakers after a short delay, after the zone 1
relay near the fault opens the line on that end
first.

! The third zone is slower acting and looks for
line faults and faults well beyond the length of
the line. It can be thought of as a remote relay
or breaker backup, but should not trip the
breakers under typical emergency conditions.

An impedance relay operates when the apparent
impedance, as measured by the current and volt-
age seen by the relay, falls within any one of the
operating zones for the appropriate amount of
time for that zone. The relay will trip and cause
circuit breakers to operate and isolate the line.
All three relay zone operations protect lines from
faults and may trip from apparent faults caused
by large swings in voltages and currents.

Figure 6.1. Rate of Line and Generator Trips During
the Cascade



Eskaleringen efter Sammis-Star väldigt snabb

16:05-16:10.36 - Höga laster och typer av reläer ger spridning
16:10.36-16:10.44 - Norra Ohio helt avskuret och sprider sig
till Michigan västerut, Pennsylvania, och New York avskurna
16:10.43-16:10:45 - New Jersey och Ontario avskurna

Hade automatisk lastavkoppling funnits visar simulering att
skadan kunnat minskats signifikant, eller helt undvikits
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Figure 6.30. Cascade Sequence

Legend: Yellow arrows represent the overall pattern of electricity flows. Black lines represent approximate points of separation
between areas within the Eastern Interconnect. Gray shading represents areas affected by the blackout.

1.
16:05:57

2.
16:05:58

3.
16:09:25

4.
16:10:37

5.
16:10:39

6.
16:10:40

7.
16:10:41

8.
16:10:44

9.
16:10:45

10.
16:13:00

Aktiv och reaktiv effekt/spänning Ontario-Detroit

Just before the Argenta-Battle Creek trip, when
Michigan separated west to east at 16:10:37 EDT,
almost all of the generators in the eastern intercon-
nection were moving in synchronism with the
overall grid frequency of 60 Hertz (shown at the
bottom of Figure 6.17), but when the swing
started, those machines absorbed some of its ener-
gy as they attempted to adjust and resynchronize
with the rapidly changing frequency. In many

cases, this adjustment was unsuccessful and the
generators tripped out from milliseconds to sev-
eral seconds thereafter.

The Perry-Ashtabula-Erie West 345-kV line trip at
16:10:38.6 EDT was the point when the Northeast
entered a period of transient instability and a loss
of generator synchronism. Between 16:10:38 and
16:10:41 EDT, the power swings caused a sudden
extraordinary increase in system frequency, hit-
ting 60.7 Hz at Lambton and 60.4 Hz at Niagara.

Because the demand for power in Michigan, Ohio,
and Ontario was drawing on lines through New
York and Pennsylvania, heavy power flows were
moving northward from New Jersey over the New
York tie lines to meet those power demands, exac-
erbating the power swing. Figure 6.17 shows
actual net line flows summed across the interfaces
between the main regions affected by these
swings—Ontario into Michigan, New York into
Ontario, New York into New England, and PJM
into New York. This shows clearly that the power
swings did not move in unison across every inter-
face at every moment, but varied in magnitude
and direction. This occurred for two reasons. First,
the availability of lines to complete the path across
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Figure 6.16. Active and Reactive Power and Voltage
from Ontario into Detroit

 

Figure 6.17. Measured Power Flows and Frequency Across Regional Interfaces, 16:10:30 to 16:11:00 EDT,
with Key Events in the Cascade

En impuls effekt på olika delar av nätet

345-kV line linking the Cleveland area to Pennsyl-
vania. Farther south, the very low voltages on the
northern Ohio transmission system made it very
difficult for the generation in the Cleveland and
Lake Erie area to maintain synchronism with the
Eastern Interconnection. Over the next two min-
utes, generators in this area shut down after reach-
ing a point of no recovery as the stress level across
the remaining ties became excessive.

Figure 6.8, of metered power flows along the New
York interfaces, documents how the flows head-
ing north and west toward Detroit and Cleveland
varied at different points on the grid. Beginning at
16:09:05 EDT, power flows jumped simulta-
neously across all three interfaces—but when the
first power surge peaked at 16:09:09, the change in
flow was highest on the PJM interface and lowest
on the New England interface. Power flows
increased significantly on the PJM-NY and NY-
Ontario interfaces because of the redistribution of
flow around Lake Erie. The New England and Mar-
itime systems maintained the same generation to
load balance and did not carry the redistributed
flows because they were not in the direct path of
the flows, so that interface with New York showed
little response.

Before this first major power swing on the Michi-
gan/Ontario interface, power flows in the NPCC
Region (Québec, Ontario and the Maritimes, New
England and New York) were typical for the sum-
mer period, and well within acceptable limits.
Transmission and generation facilities were then
in a secure state across the NPCC region.

Zone 3 Relays and the Start of the Cascade

Zone 3 relays are set to provide breaker failure and
relay backup for remote distance faults on a trans-
mission line. If it senses a fault past the immediate

reach of the line and its zone 1 and zone 2 settings,
a zone 3 relay waits through a 1 to 2 second time
delay to allow the primary line protection to act
first. A few lines have zone 3 settings designed
with overload margins close to the long-term
emergency limit of the line, because the length
and configuration of the line dictate a higher
apparent impedance setting. Thus it is possible for
a zone 3 relay to operate on line load or overload in
extreme contingency conditions even in the
absence of a fault (which is why many regions in
the United States and Canada have eliminated the
use of zone 3 relays on 230-kV and greater lines).
Some transmission operators set zone 2 relays to
serve the same purpose as zone 3s—i.e., to reach
well beyond the length of the line it is protecting
and protect against a distant fault on the outer
lines.

The Sammis-Star line tripped at 16:05:57 EDT on
a zone 3 impedance relay although there were no
faults occurring at the time, because increased real
and reactive power flow caused the apparent
impedance to be within the impedance circle
(reach) of the relay. Between 16:06:01 and
16:10:38.6 EDT, thirteen more important 345 and
138-kV lines tripped on zone 3 operations that
afternoon at the start of the cascade, including
Galion-Ohio Central-Muskingum, East Lima-
Fostoria Central, Argenta-Battle Creek, Argenta-
Tompkins, Battle Creek-Oneida, and Perry-
Ashtabula (Figure 6.9). These included several
zone 2 relays in Michigan that had been set to
operate like zone 3s, overreaching the line by more
than 200% with no intentional time delay for
remote breaker failure protection.3 All of these
relays operated according to their settings. How-
ever, the zone 3 relays (and zone 2 relays acting
like zone 3s) acted so quickly that they impeded
the natural ability of the electric system to hold
together, and did not allow for any operator inter-
vention to attempt to stop the spread of the cas-
cade. The investigation team concluded that
because these zone 2 and 3 relays tripped after
each line overloaded, these relays were the com-
mon mode of failure that accelerated the geo-
graphic spread of the cascade. Given grid
conditions and loads and the limited operator
tools available, the speed of the zone 2 and 3 oper-
ations across Ohio and Michigan eliminated any
possibility after 16:05:57 EDT that either operator
action or automatic intervention could have lim-
ited or mitigated the growing cascade.

What might have happened on August 14 if these
lines had not tripped on zone 2 and 3 relays? Each
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Figure 6.8. First Power Swing Has Varying Impacts
Across the Grid



Varför stannade kaskaden?

Avstånden gjorde att distansreläer ej trippade
500kV och 765kV-system bättre på att absorbera störningar
Automatisk load-shedding fungerade

Staten New York

16:06, små (100 MW) effektoscillationer, ökade effektflöden
från Pennsylvania
16:09, 700 MW effektoscillationer
16:10:39, 4000 MW
Inom 6 sekunder är kontakten med Pennsylvania bruten
Tre sekunder senare, kontakten med New England bryts

Outline
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5 Orsaker och slutsatser

Huvudsakliga orsakstyper

! NERC is lacking a well-defined control area
(CA) audit process that addresses all CA respon-
sibilities. Control area audits have generally not
been conducted with sufficient regularity and
have not included a comprehensive audit of the
control area’s compliance with all NERC and
Regional Council requirements. Compliance
with audit results is not mandatory.

! ECAR did not conduct adequate review or anal-
yses of FE’s voltage criteria, reactive power
management practices, and operating needs.

! FE does not have an adequate automatic under-
voltage load-shedding program in the Cleve-
land-Akron area.

Group 2: Inadequate situational awareness
at FirstEnergy. FE did not recognize or
understand the deteriorating condition of
its system.

Violations (Identified by NERC):

! Violation 7: FE’s operational monitoring equip-
ment was not adequate to alert FE’s operators
regarding important deviations in operating
conditions and the need for corrective action as
required by NERC Policy 4, Section A, Require-
ment 5.

! Violation 3: FE’s state estimation and contin-
gency analysis tools were not used to assess
system conditions, violating NERC Operating
Policy 5, Section C, Requirement 3, and Policy
4, Section A, Requirement 5.

Other Problems:

! FE personnel did not ensure that their
Real-Time Contingency Analysis (RTCA) was a
functional and effective EMS application as
required by NERC Policy 2, Section A, Require-
ment 1.

! FE’s operational monitoring equipment was not
adequate to provide a means for its operators to
evaluate the effects of the loss of significant
transmission or generation facilities as required
by NERC Policy 4, Section A, Requirement 4.

! FE’s operations personnel were not provided
sufficient operations information and analysis
tools as required by NERC Policy 5, Section C,
Requirement 3.

! FE’s operations personnel were not adequately
trained to maintain reliable operation under
emergency conditions as required by NERC Pol-
icy 8, Section 1.

! NERC Policy 4 has no detailed requirements for:
(a) monitoring and functional testing of critical
EMS and supervisory control and data acquisi-
tion (SCADA) systems, and (b) contingency
analysis.

! NERC Policy 6 includes a requirement to plan
for loss of the primary control center, but lacks
specific provisions concerning what must be
addressed in the plan.

! NERC system operator certification tests for
basic operational and policy knowledge.
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Causes of the Blackout’s Initiation (Continued)

MISO from becoming aware of FE’s system
problems earlier and providing diagnostic
assistance or direction to FE. (See pages
49-50.)

B) MISO’s reliability coordinators were using
non-real-time data to support real-time
“flowgate” monitoring. This prevented MISO
from detecting an N-1 security violation in
FE’s system and from assisting FE in neces-
sary relief actions. (See pages 48 and 63.)

C) MISO lacked an effective way to identify the
location and significance of transmission line
breaker operations reported by their Energy
Management System (EMS). Such informa-
tion would have enabled MISO operators to
become aware earlier of important line out-
ages. (See page 48.)

D) PJM and MISO lacked joint procedures or
guidelines on when and how to coordinate a
security limit violation observed by one of
them in the other’s area due to a contingency
near their common boundary. (See pages
62-63 and 65-66.)

In the chapters that follow, sections that relate to
particular causes are denoted with the following
symbols:

Cause 2
Inadequate
Situational
Awareness

Cause 3
Inadequate
Tree
Trimming

Cause 4
Inadequate
RC Diagnostic
Support

Cause 1
Inadequate
System
Understanding



Exempel på slutsatser

Åtgärdsprogram med 46 övergripande rekommendationer
Första punkten: göra det olagligt att inte följa
säkerhetsregleringar
96 nya tillförlitlighetsregleringar
Three T:s: Trees, training, and tools
Utvecklingsmål: Smart-grid som kan övervaka och reglera sig
själv helt autonomt
https://www.naspi.org - North American SynchroPhasor
Initiative

Några åtgärder hos First Energy

Nya kapacitansbankar har installerats för att få bättre reserver
av reaktiv kraft och därmed spänningsstabilitet
Automatisk lastavkoppling har installerats
Nytt träningscenter för operatörer, inklusive möjlighet att
träna på realtidsdata
Nya trädtrimmningsrutiner

https://www.naspi.org
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